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ABSTRACT
Restarch,on career development has shown sex.

differeides in patterns of occupationakchoices and labor force
participation. Test takers of cantor interest inventories and
occupationil tests say perceive adult roles differently if they are
male or.feeile; thus, these perceptions are critical to any attespt
to rodeos sett bias in testing. High school students (1=600) rated, the
ipportence of several values on their choice of an occupation, that,
decision to marry, and the decision td.becOse a parent. Both males
and females agreed on the isportance of high imcbte, job,security and
asisure. opportunities as components of an ideal job. For Jostles, the
addition of a prestige.value suggested a belief in the ,prestige of

,ifor4ing. For sales, prestige was related to leadership and working in
a field of interest. Results showed that high school students
perceived the adult world differently". Career choices by women tended
to.be linited by past experience or expectation; weer choices made
by sea did not consider values related to other adult roles in
marriage and parenthood. The findings Suggest that these diffiarendes
sal affect the construct validity of tests and therefor4 should be
taken into consideration by counselOrs. (JAC)
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Sex differences in occupatiOnal values:

Implications for reducing sex.bils
1

Carol Kehr Tittle

School of gciucation

%...1
-; Unyersity of North Carolina at Greensboro

the perspective on reducing sexibiasin tests to-be.discussed fits within

the expanded view of teitt'validity given by Messick (1980.; Messick has

presented what he calla four facdts of validity and calls attention to construct
11%

, velidit7 as the basis for test Interpretation and constrict validity plus,

relevance and otilit)iAts the basis for test asst In addition tolle evidential

.basis 'of test validity, a consequential. basis is considered for both test
.

interpretation and test use. This view of validity do -helpful in considering

ths,dilesesas of trying to reduce sex biad in measurement. It calls attention

to the logical consequences as well as theevidencetypically considered to

constitute an. underetanding tif pest validity, The values underlying different
,

swatches are also more readily examined if the consequences of each it

considered.

In guidance and counseling there is a unique aspect to-test use. 'In_

contrast_to other uses of educational and psychological tests where instructional

sad adein..tstrative decisions are dOminanto.and someone other than, the test ,

taker is the decision Maker, guidance uses of tests focus on the test taker es

decision maker. Thus in reducing sex bias in test use in guidance, we need to

examine, ai suggested (byMessick'a views of validity, the test taker's

1Paper presented at the%annual meeting of the American Psychological
Association, Los Angeles, August 1981.
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perception of the instruments and accompanyidg inserpretiveiinformation. This

-----iiviii77-4-dumber-of implications for research on teats used An vocational

guidance. 'Among the implications is the.need-to review the general research

literature onthe career developmtnt patterns of men and women, -the adult roles

that are emphasized for them, and, more generally, the female-worldT4s Jesiie

-
Bernard (1981) has recently summa zed it.. We also need to coasidl,the

developing literature on the purposes of individuals ip taking ocCupational

inventories and otudies of effects.

The research literature on career development shows sex d ferences in

patterns of occupational choicei and labor fc;rce participation Career

theorists werolate'inecknowledging thesOdifferencesand still e not *

integreted the differing emphases given to adult.roles of workt*\, marriage'

pertneri:,end patent-Into the set of variables tnite considered by both females
4

I. .
sid-nales in their life plans. The:research reporgidhere suggests that test

takers may perceive or structure ispectshof theta several adult roles af-

ferently if they are female and,maae.and these perceptions are critical to any
""

attempt to reduce sex bias in test/140011min the- NI! 'definitions of see

rbias, Diamond, 97S). By implicati*, the ,research also suilests-that-atudies
.

\.
*lithe meaning of test scores and effects of being testedWhether "interest

-,

inventorieetor "ability important in their own right if tests
. .

,
.---_,

amel-to have a role in assisting individuals to make career piiii-Ibes, .

-_,
, Aira

.

dependent. their status as femaleor male,
. I

The next sections present;

1. a description of,the sampfi-for the study of occupational,

marriage, and renthood vOlues,.

q

-
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2. the results of the exploratory factor %nalysisof- occupational e-

values; and *

, .

the-reaultsa exploratory factor analyses of the-tgree value

Amts.

T he final section descrilbs.the implications for reducing six bias.

.

I.-The spdv and sample

The present study -uses the ten occupational values developed by Martin
a.

gets-41966, 1973), and eleven marriage and twelve parent values developed-
,

3

t

for the study; The values within each set wer e pr.esented on 3 x 5 cards- to-
. ,...

.
. .

-

uden
41

ts impart of en_individual interview Students.were asked to rank

tbitr and then rate on a scale from 04 the importance of each value in making

AIM choice of enoccupatioh, the decision to m ;*iry, or the decision to become

. a meet. The simpleof 600 urban eleventh grade students represente d
N. a

_40214 females Ind males, middle and low socioeconomic levels, and three

-ethnic groups, white, black, and Hispanic. Multivariate analyses of
. .

elit _

stencil were carried out on th 2 x 2 x 3 design for the ratings of each value

-set. Within each value set, ignificaht in effects were shown for each

factor with no interactions. Table 1 p esente the listing of,all the ;values'

and the wean scores for females and males (standardised within individuals to

a mein of 50 and SA of10).- A cosOlete deicriptionofthe sample and

procedures are given in Tittle (1911):

In looking at the differenCes it,iwij,to keep in mind thatthere

dearly sn extensive overlap in the distributions for females and malei. The

sample size is large, accounting for some statistically significant differences

with little practical difference. However, most of these differences are in

expected directions; particularly the average' ratings for the occupational
0
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value of Helping Others. If is alsoof inteiest to know that with only rare
c

ezetpiion, Ull the values in each set received-every-posable rank. from students

ne Atudents gave the lowest rank of 12 to the perenthbodrvalue of A Chance to

- Express pmet. This 1,s in accord with' the efferes in developing the values --

. u . .

-te have value statements that are attractive to all stddents, i.e., yield

-fairly-rettangulau_distriAtutEonsof ranks.

2. Exploratory fisctor-analyses of the occupations], values
# .

211.e-occupational ratings (0-8) for eivelales and males were analyzed-

eparattly: Priticipal factor analysis with varimax rotation yielded four

cfactcr,m11.0 eigin valueb greater than one; The results of these analyses
.. .4

,. ,

are give in Table 2, which shows the occupitional,vUlues with factor loadingsJ

. .,

of .30 orgreater for each faifor. Factor 1'
A

is similir for both females and;
.

malga, and mighiire called aileneral factof that is an ideal of what a job

old -be- -that is, a job. includei High income, provides,Security, and gives
.. ..,

. .

:= . .

opportunities to have-Leisure time. FOIr finales, the addition of the Prestige
,

, 4..,
.

. .

value may indicate that (speculating to ..a. great degree) there is prestige in .

writing, it is important to have a job and that one is seen by others as

eo
.impottant. Another speculation is that High InCome Prestige for some

'"\

'-feelzs, and for males es (looking at'factor 2) there.
.

is a distinction

. .- . ,

between job and Prestige, and leadership must be demonstrated in' order to.

_ .

obtain Preitige. Prestige also loads n a factor (4) for males with the yalue

Work in Field of Interest, also suggesting that they may perceive successin a

'field Co Specialization as another waj to obtain Prestiie, or, alternatively,
.

some Fields of Interest are perceived as having Prestige. For females;

4

leadership loads on a factor by itself.

6'
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.. The occupational value of Helping Others id associated with different
4 a

-k. '
., n

values for feiCalei and males. For females it is/assoctated. with the values of
, k.

*

4.
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.
Security and Work in-Fieldof Interes . . Helping Others may be perceivedfasit

1 - .

5

fields afr %reap students *eked: iCience; Art, Verbal; MaNithigs, Personal

Contact Administration). 'Itshoul4 4-noted here, however, that although the

14049i Work in Your Maio Field of.Inierest was carefully. interpreted to

dents_by using 04 six fields oftterist, some students had difficulty
4- I

0e-concept and interpreted it as meaning it Was important to have

rioting work. For males, od the -other hand, Helping Others is part of. a

-.- .,

ler factor, with High Income as aiegative value, and Variety and todepen-

.

.

accompanying posjtive weights. Variety and Independence occur od a
.

-factor (2) for females, accompanied bb Leisure. The Tint two are

intrinsic aspects of an occupation that might be perceived as important,

.

\
part4ularly to many of the traditionally. female liccupations <nurses teacher)..

,

,Fovmeies..the value(. of Variety and Independence accompany the value Helping

Othera', and perhaps all are seen as desirable charagteristics of the helping

.prOfesi-konts. It should,also be noted that the valus4Early Entry did not

reach a'factor loading of .3 in either. sample. The host likely explanation

for this'is the high educatiOnal aspirations of the sample (whether realistic

or not, and partly the4resulis of being,a'New York City sample with the past

.

. ,.' :

traditions of Open admissions a. the Cityllniversityand extensive community

college system)--only 41 students (6.8%) thought they would Finish high lEhool

Ofli!, and anotherS.3% thought they would attend Technical, Nursing, Or

7
p
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buiineSS school after high:school. The remaining students aspire to complete

at Imasta two-year college -program.

)

6

'Judging fromthedifferences inthe groupings of-Nalues on different factors

for females and malis,..it appears that they perceive the world of occupational
(

choice, somewhat differently. This conclusion is "reinforced by a factor analysis,
,

in which all three value sets--occupational,lmarriagei andliarenthoodwere

*included.

.140loratofy factor, analyses. of the three value sets
. -

!the three sets *slues concerned with different adult/roles were

factored. separately for females and males. Fourteen facors had eigen values

JP-
eflA or more for each group. Part of the'results for this analysis are given1,. -- ,-. . , - ,

in Tibias-3 and 4. *Table 3 'shows selected valhes with similar factor loadings
' : .

. . .3.

...,

invthe female and male samples and Table 4 'shows lactove that appear differently
. i .

for selected values foe the female and male samples. _These analyses were done.
/

using. the standardized. ratings, rat ing transformed to a, seen of 50 and SD of-
*

:10 within individual.raters. The data reflect the more ipsitive'naturi of the,
.

'resulting scores, but neverthelels-provide some provocative findings.`' (Again

.e_criterion of .30 or higher was used to consider a loading meaningful\on the

factors.)

n

i
/ ,

('
The most interesting finding is showh in Table 4, .Where two factors for ...)

the sets of values. Without attempting to interpret the, findings further at

. this point, we can consider the implications for using values apd interest,
_ -

-1WasUres and sex bias.
_

0
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lications for reducing sex bias

"they studies have found different results for femalei and males in factor
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_

:analyses of interest measures fe.p, Tuck & Keeling,-"0-0iitt _high school

students in4setralia found different factor factors for females and males on

Holland's Self' Di h; with. college students; Lybarger, 1978).retfg1 Search;
-

Mahon al. (1980), using small sasplosfo-Und different factors for -females

males on the Value Survey of Rokeach. Studies of other value sets with

general populations tend to show sex differences in mean scores, but have not

examined-factor structures (e.g., Hales and Hartman, 1978; Wijting et al.,

-1977).- However, recent studies of men and women employed in the slue occupation

tend to show they have similar work values (Kaufman and Fetter', 1980; Watson

.

'and Ryan, 1979).;# The results pose part of the dilemma in interest measurements

to whet extent should we be concerned, with different` responses to or perceptions

of- activities /occupations for females and males at iounger iges?--

.2be factor analyses othe occupational values, and the three value sets

suggest (as do many other studio) that high school boy" and girls perceive

'their adult roles differently. Thus, the evidential basis of test inierpreta-
.

tion, construct validity, may not be secure when boys and girls view the adult

world differently. .Fitzgerald -and Crites (1980) also 8rawattention ,to the

.

differing career psychology of
,

.

and interpretation under theser--,

both sexes. Career choicestfor women tend to'bi limited by past experiences

men and women. The consequences of test use_

circumstances are a continued bias against

4V.

and expectations; and career choices are madp by men with little or no

Consideration of their values ribated to other adult roles, marriage

and parenthood, and the satisfactions to be derived from them. Under these

circumstances, we will 'continue to see occupational segregation-and earning
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.

differentials and the goals of sex equity are the redUCtion of these

differences.

.#
1/4.

The implications'for,counseling are in.two areas: (1) to actively

"a,

-eacourage'exploration of more careers and more nontraditional careers for
,

-
, .

women; but (2) these must be linked with an extaination of options in the other
t

two areas of marriage and parenthood --fertility,'articulation o? ocjupational

awl homemeking.r esponsibilities, "negotiating" skills in the marriage relation-

_ sue, riductiona-sex-stereotyped views of all adult rolesiiand so on-(Tiatle,

/ -4981:7 :.58). The role of values in counseling hes bees examined recently

(Feisomk.t and Guidance Journal, Italt,1988t-Tyler; 1980), and several authors

iiraviAm suggestions fowractiCe. The three's-eta of values--occupationalf

.

anparenthood--can be used in conjunction with interest inventories
. .- . ,.

lulaqichoicei to. 'the level of awareness and to fealitite exploration of. the

-T6100 of worker, marriage partner, and parent. Particularly for women, the
,

,- .

monition of the relationship. between selftidentity and work in out culture

is Important, and for men th- e recognition of and planning for the satisfactions:

to be found in parenting. _Test bias resides not only in individual items and

sceles'used in the career area but in the very conceptualizing ofcareer

. decision making and vocational choices as isolated from other adult roles.

10

sie
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Table 1

Means of Ratings of Occupational, Marriage and Parenthood Values
. for Eleventh Grade Femples and Males. (Standird Scores).

Occupational Values

FXc

-High Income 49.1*

Prestige 49.0

Independence
Helping Others 55.8*

'Sect_!ri4 . 54.5

_Variety 51.4*
Leadership 43.5*

Field of

Interisi 60.7*
Leisure 46.5*
Early Entry 37.2

Marriage Values Parenthood Values'

mi, FR Hi dr
1

52.8* Financial
49.7 Security
51.5 Emotional'
51.4* Support
55.3 4 Helpmate
48.5* "Close Physical
47.5* Relation-'

ship,

59.0* Prestige
48.2* Normal Life
36.4 Permanent

Companion
Children

Your Own Home

Someone to

----Rely On'
Feeling of

Leadership

48.2* 45.5*

59.8*,. 58.4*

48.0 47.6

56.0 55.8
47.8* 44.3*
39.3* 42.1*

55.9 56.2 ,

52.5 53.3.
47.1* '49.0'

4

*ft. '

Sense of Atcom---

plisiment 50.7 50:
Sense of Pride 52.1 524
Variety 51.7* 47.9*
Friendship . 58.ail 56.3*
Respect of

Others 39.6*-4l.6*
Stable Marriage -44.5* 49.8* .
Chance to Ex--

press Love 61.0*"59.2*-
Confidence as,

Man/Woman 43.4 42.5
Joy 60:2 5§'.2

Futute Security. 45.i 45:6
Tie to the

54.9 p.4 Future 46.1* 47.6*
Sense of

40.6* 42.3 Importance . 47.0 47.7-

Fit MR

a

*p t .0;

SDs range 614':- 12.5

N44 299F, 29911

11
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Table 2

Occupational lue RatingS-di Eleventh Grade Students:
Factor Loadings for' 300 Fe and 300 .Males

.

Females

Factor 1

.

2

High -Udine .71 Leisure %Mr Belpiag Others .44 .- Leader-:
Security .42 ,

,Prestige
Variety .42

Indepen- .

Security .46

Work.in Field
Ship .62.

Leisure .31 ,dence .39 of Interest. .30
2 Total 2*

_yeilance. 21.1 13.3 10,9 10.2

2Factoi
'Variance 52.3 10.8 14.5 '12.4

lite or 1

High --Income .-.
.Leisure .53

*Security .47

2 Total
Variancee"

I Factdr

Varifnce

19.9

488

tales.

2 ,3

-Leader- ' Helping Others':43
ship .68 High Income -.40

Prestige .56 Variety .37

Independence. =.30

. 14.2

-25.8

11.3'

15

4-

Work-in

of In-
i terest .31

-Prestige .30

10.5

10.3

a
fp

10-
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Selected ValLes with Simi

0

T9L-....e 3

ar Factor LcAdings in,Female, Male and Total SaMples
3

Load-
fling

Malel

Vialde

Area Value
Load- Value
ing Area .

Totall

Value
Load-
ing

0

M

0

13

(Factor 4)

Prestige

Prestige

Variety
:

tFactor 5)

A tense of,
P Accomplishment

P,,

P

P

inn.

A Sense of Pride

Vasiety

A Chance to
Express-tOvv.

A Stable

(Factor 12) (Factor 2)

.88 0 Prestige -.60 0 Prestige
4
-.79

1.55 M "Prestige .-.80 M Prestige -.56

-.30
.

M' Children .33 C Variety .44.

(Factor 54- (Fac 7)

A Sense of A Sen e of
-.74 .P Accomi:lishment .77 P Accomplishment .76

-.74 P A Sense of Pride .75 A Sense of Pride .75

-.34, P it-Stable Marriage -.34

,41 .1

1NF = ?99; .NM = 299f\kT = 598.

3

Standardizedt5corea (within.ituaent);

= Occu;ational-,-IM = Marriage, P = Parenthood ,

14
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Value
Arei

* 0
A
0
M
M

0
P

'0
0

'0

0
14

M

9

Sek Differences in Factor Loadings o

'Female

Value

Load- alue

-ing .4 Area
7

(Factor 3)

High Income
Helping Others

-. 747 0

0

Variety
Financial Security
Children' .38

Permanent' Companion .35

(Factor 12).

Leisure -.71 .0
A Sense of Importance .54 0.

Helping Others .38
Field of Interest .34

(Factor 13)

4
Independence . 74
Helping Others .45

Prestige -.45
Children .3

a le 4

ected Values

r

1.

in Female, rale and Total Samples .>

Male

Load-

ing

Value

Area

Total

Value
Load-

Value ing

( Factor 4) (Factor 3)

High Income .78- 0 High Income
Helping%Others 0- Helping Others .71

0 1 Securtt4, -.33 =

/ .

"

(Factor 8) (Factor 12)

Independence :70. 0 Independence .87

Leisure -.70 !. 0 Leisure

Alb

(Factor 8)

Leisure -.52 '

k
A Close Phvaical

M Relationship -.52
A Scase of

P 'Importance .67

Variety

15
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